
British Karate Kyokushinkai 
Annual General Meeting Minutes 

Date: Saturday 16th April 2016 (14.30) 
Venue: Edgbarrow Sports Centre, Grant Road,  

Edgbarrow, Berkshire, RG45 7JL. 
 
 

Present: 
President : Hanshi Steve Arneil (9th Dan) (SA) 

Chairman : Liam Keaveney (6th Dan) (LK) 
Treasurer :  Maria Da Costa (5th Dan) (MDaC) 
Secretary : Linda Keaveney (1st Dan) (LAK) 

Nick Da Costa (5th Dan) (NDaC) 
Moss Ageli (3rd Dan) (MA) 

Andrew Turner (5th Dan) (AT) 
David Pickthall (5th Dan) (DP) 
Felix Ntumazah (5thDan) (FN) 

Graham Warden (6th Dan) (GW) 
 
The meeting commenced at 2.30 pm. 
 
Item 1 – Welcome:  
LK welcomed all members present to the AGM and thanked them for their support.  He gave mention of EC and 
the need for new members perhaps for development.  
 
 
Item 2: Apologies for Absence:  
Alex Kerrigan and David Lund-Regan. 
 
 
Item 3 : Minutes of Late Meeting:  
Accepted as true record - Proposed by Mike Skeel seconded by Neil Madeley– motion carried by AGM. 
 
 
Item 4 : Matters Arising : Chest protectors – this was still ongoing and there was no standard as yet.  
MDaC said it was not a simple cut and dry matter but needed to be looked into to make sure they are correct etc..  
AK hopefully will come up with a design.  MDaC will liaise with AK .  Gareth Rowlands asked about on line 
payments – this was up and running for K2 tickets but the licensing was taking time, MDaC said hopefully this will 
be next year.  Under 16 Rules – These had been reviewed by the EC and a set of rules for the under 16 had been 
agreed, LK said at the next tournament/Summer Camp there will be a demo and that a process needed to be 
followed together with an audit trial.  Chris Davies asked if this would be by November, no, he said he was 
disappointed in this.  LK said that things need to be right.  
 
 
Item 5 : Chairman’s Report : LK said there had been commitment and hard work from all on the 
Committee and that there are now sub-committee to help.  The medical team was headed by Miguel and Tony 
White was the master blaster in charge of sound systems, Gareth Jones was doing a great job on the entry forms,  
Andy Rotherham was the Health and Safety expert and Nick Da Costa the Chief Referee for Clicker.  LK gave 
mention of the need for all to be involved and not just doing so to get gradings etc...  Regarding Skills Coaches – 
services had been offered and taken up, again LK mentioned the need for help and assistance.  Chris Davies 
asked for the up to date position, FN gave an up date on media and of the uptake being poor to e-mails sent out 
by Darren Stringer, he also mentioned assistants, AT/Lia Howlett and Wai Cheung.  FN said there was a need for 
change and asked if anyone could help re. marketing etc..  Chris Davies asked if any sponsorship had been 
received, MDaC gave mention of a person who was raising money to enable a place to be given to a student for 



Camp, she also mentioned Rig Deluge’s donations and individuals raising money, as well as Wai Cheung help for 
the SENI tournament.  Chris Davies also asked about sponsorship for this year. NDaC commented that SENI was 
taking precedence at the moment.  GW mentioned the problems with communications and asked for everyone’s e-
mail thus taking the pressure off instructors.  SA said that each month a newsletter sent out and instructors should 
get students to read and then place in a prominent position in the dojo.  Marios Petrou questioned the Data 
Protection Act and said that e-mail addresses are given for the organization to utilize.  GW asked for all to help, if 
someone has something to offer then please offer.  A question was asked about the website having the facility to 
donate, Lia Howlett said that as we are not a registered charity the My Donate facility is rather difficult.  DP 
mentioned the Tournament Committee and spoke of a structure document and gave an up date on the situation.  
NDaC commented on a lead at tournaments – giving an up date on the tournament, the wrongs/rights etc..  AT 
gave mention of Skills Coaches and a form to be completed every six months.  Neil Madeley said that a lot had 
happened since last year and asked if this would be documented on the website so help from dojos could be 
sourced.  Darren Stringer commented that he had mentioned this six months ago but nothing had happened so 
far.  LK asked NDaC for an overview of SENI, here NDaC went over the plan of the two days events and set up at 
the venue. 
 
Item 6: Secretary’s Report : LAK said that all clubs had re-affiliated apart from Gravesend, who appeared 
to have gone off the radar – approximately 53 dojos had affiliated.  New clubs : Dover run by Adrian Cooke and a 
new prospective dojo Greenwich run by Trevor Weekes. 
 
Item 7: Treasurer’s Report : MDaC went through the accounts and Profit and Loss on tournaments etc.. 
 
Accounts proposed by Chris Davies seconded by Roger Styles – motion carried by AGM. 
 
Item 8: Election of Auditors :  
 
Bloom and Lester – Proposed by Chris Davies seconded by Roger Styles – motion carried by AGM. 
 
Item 9: Election of Officers :  
No new applications had been received for Chairman, Treasurer or Secretary so all still stand. 
 
David Lund-Regan was standing down from his post on the Executive Committee due to family commitments.  An 
application had been received from Tony White.  Here Tony White gave mention of what he could bring to the 
table on the EC and that he wanted to bring the BKK up to date, namely the website – making the front end page 
snazzy with a button to bring you back to the original page.  members all in favour of Tony White coming onto the 
EC. 
 
Licensing Officer: MA and LAK are to carry on sharing workload until the introduction of an online system 
introduced. 
 
Item 10: Any Other Business: Roger Styles asked about GB coaching and that fighters were fighting with 
coaches not being approached so they are in the dark.  Chris Davies said that there are guidelines but that Roger 
did not have these.  NDaC said ultimately if a figher was fighting individually then we could not stop them but if 
they were fighting for the BKK then coaches should know and this should be signed off but in any instance dojo 
instructors should be aware of such.  Terry Prescott said that there was a need to stick to structure and not give a 
green light to go through other avenues.  AT said that this was a work in progress and would forward forms to the 
Welsh coaches.  Kevin Wells said that there was obviously a communication breakdown.  NDaC said that the 
Coaching Committee will sort things out if approached. A question was raised - could anyone attend and observe 
at the Grading Instructors Course, LK said yes this was OK to do.  SA reiterate the position on informing coaches 
if a fighter wants to fight abroad.  Terry Prescott commented on junior knockdown and the fact that our juniors are 
not on par with foreign juniors.  Chris Davies asked as a club can he enter students to fight abroad.  LK said this 
would his (Chris Davis) responsibility and would not be happy as Chairman as this has not been ratified by the 
BKK and also mentioned the battle with Sports England etc., he said he cannot stop but as Chairman would say 
no.  MDaC said ultimately we should not follow other countries but understands the desire.  Much discussion 
ensued. 
 
LK thanked all for their attendance and support 
 
The meeting concluded at 4.50 p.m.. 


